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INTRODUCTION 
The universal enveloping al ebra ofa Lie algebra incharacteristic zero 
satisfies a nontrivial identity f and only if the Lie algebra is belian [13]. 
Necessary and sufficient co ditions fora universal enveloping al ebra in
positive characteristic to satisfy a nontrivial identity have been found in 
[S]. In [S] the analogous problem for the universal enveloping al ebra of
a Lie superalgebra in characteristic zero hasbeen settled. These results may
also be found in the monograph [l]. The present author has also found 
necessary andsufficient co ditions forthe restricted envelope ofa Lie 
p-algebra to be a PI-algebra [ 18, 191. Independently, this result has been 
obtained byD. S. Passman using somewhat different m thods [16, 171. 
Our main results are Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 which give necessary nd
sufficient co ditions forthe restricted enveloping al ebra ofa restricted 
Lie superalgebra to s tisfy a nontrivial identity. These theorems generalize 
previously mentioned results of [IS]. Corollary 2.5also generalizes a r ult 
of Ju. A. Bahturin [6]. 
In Section 6 the methods of this paper are used to specify those Lie 
superalgebras in both zero and positive characteristics such that he dimen- 
sions of all their irreducible representations are bounded by a finite 
constant (Theorems 6.2 and 6.3). The first ofthese results wa obtained by 
Ju. A. Bahturin [ 10, 111. 
From Theorem 2.1 we see that he properties of the restricted envelope 
of a Lie p-superalgebra resemble those of a group ring in positive charac- 
teristic. Indeed, necessary ndsufficient co ditions fora modular group 
ring to satisfy nontrivial identities [ 151are close analogs ofTheorem 2.1. 
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1. RESTRICTED LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 
The main field k is of positive characteristic p > 2. In case p= 3 we 
add to the axioms of a Lie superalgebra L = L,@ L, an identity 
[[y, y], y] = 0, ,v EL,. (If p > 3 then it follows from Jacobi’s dentity.) This
is necessary to get an embedding ofL into its universal enveloping al ebra; 
see 1.2, 1.3. 
We know from [ 141 the notion of a Lie p-superalgebra. Let us recall it
supposing the notion of a Lie p-algebra is well known [2]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Lie superalgebra L = L, @ L, over a field k of 
positive characteristic p is called restricted (or ap-superalgebra) if 
(1) Lie algebra L,is restricted (i.e., hasa unary operation 
CPl:&i+~o; L, 3 X H X[P’ E L, 
which satisfies somespecial conditions [2]). 
(2) The action fp-algebra L, on module L, is restricted. 
By U(L) we shall denote, for aLie superalgebra L = L, @ L, , its univer- 
sal enveloping al ebra. (Itexists ifchar k# 2 [ 11.) 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let us define for a Lie p-superalgebra over field k 
with char k= p # 2 a restricted enveloping al ebra by
u(L) = U(L)/Id(xP - cp’ 1x E L,). 
Suppose that L,= (e,IccEZ), L = (fDIBEJ) are ordered bases; then 
by analogy with [2] we have. 
LEMMA 1.3, The restricted enveloping algebra h s the standard basis 
The degree of a basis monomial v written above is the number 
deg(v) = n, + . . + n, + t; the degree of any element w E u(L) is maximum 
of degrees ofbasis monomials which enter its decomposition, 
DEFINITION 1.4. For any m = 0, 1, 2, . . define 
u,=u,(L)= {wEu(L)Ideg(w)dm}. 
By standard methods we have 
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LEMMA 1.5. (1) The degree of an element defined above does not depend 
on the ordered basis of L, and L, 
(2) The set (u,(m =O, 1,2, .. } forms a filtration. Its associated 
graded algebra isisomorphic to the tensor p oduct gr {u,,, } g A, Q A,, where 
A, = k[X, 1 u E II/(X: 1c1 EI) is a ring of truncated polynomials, thenumber 
of variables being equal to the cardinality of I; A, = A( Y, 1 fi EJ) is a 
Grassmann algebra, the number of variables b ing equal to the cardinality 
of J. 
If M is a homogeneous subalgebra in Lie superalgebra L = Lo @ L, 
then M= M, 0 M, is the decomposition into its homogeneous com- 
ponents. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let A4 be a homogeneous subalgebra in restricted 
Lie superalgebra L. 
(1) Subalgebra A4 is called restricted if M0 is a restricted Li  sub- 
algebra inLie p-algebra L,.
(2) We call the minimal restricted subalgebra of L containing t4the 
p-hull M, of M. 
Evidently, M,= (MO)p@M,, where (MO)p is the p-hull ofthe restricted 
Lie subalgebra M0 c L,. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let L be a restricted superalgebra and Mc L be a 
homogeneous restricted subalgebra of finite codimension. Then there exists a 
homogeneous restricted ideal fin L of finite codimension in L which is 
contained inM. 
Proof The same as in [12, Lemma lo] where this fact has been 
established for estricted Li  algebras. 1 
2. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L = L, @ L, be a restricted Lie superalgebra over a 
field k of positive characteristic p # 2. Then the restricted enveloping al ebra 
u(L) satisfies a nontrivial dentity tfand only tf there xist homogeneous 
restricted ideals Q s R s L such that 
(1) dimL/R<co,dimQ<co. 
(2) R’cQ, Q2=0. 
(3) Zn Q = Q,@ Q, the restricted Liesubalgebra Q,E L, has a 
nilpotent p-map. 
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Let us prove sufficiency conditions f the theorem without having 
supposed Q and R to be ideals. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that here xist restricted homogeneous sub- 
algebras Q E R G L satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of Theorem 2.1 and that 
dim L/R = t, dim Q = m. Then u(L) satisfies a nontrivial dentity of degree 
2(m + r) 108~ 
Proof Consider canonical embeddings u(Q) cu(R) c u(L). The 
augmentation deal Z= u,(Q) of u(Q) is nifpotent: Idim” = 0, where 
dim u(Q) =pdim Qopm QI Gpdim Q =pm. The ideal J in u(R) generated by Q
is also nilpotent: J= u(R) Qu(R) = u(R) Q, Jpm = u(R) Qpm = 0. 
We have u(R)/J= u(R/Q) (by analogy with [2]). By the hypothesis R/Q 
is a commutative superalgebra, hence u(R/Q) satisfies an identity of the 
form [[X, Y], Z] = 0. Therefore u(R) satisfies [[X,Y], Z]“” =0. 
By identifying any XE u(L) with a right multiplication we obtain an 
embedding ofu(L) into the endomorphism ring of a free module uCRJu(L) 
of finite rank pdim LolRo2dim &/RI dpl. Thus we have 
u(L)~End,,,,zt(L)~M,,(u(R))rM,,(k)@u(R). 
By the proof of [ 1, 6.1.111, if algebras A, B satisfy nontrivial identities of 
degrees ql, q2, respectively, thenfor n! > (q1q2)2”, there exists a nontrivial 
identity of degree n in A 0 B. 
Now the matrix ring M,,(k) satisfies standard i entity SzP,. Since 
n! > (n/2)” > (n/3)“, weobtain a inequality of he form (n/3)” > (6~~+l)*~. 
Hence by n = 108p2@‘+” the result follows. i 
Remark 2.3. Let Q c R z L be ideals satisfying the hypotheses of 2.2. 
Then D = Qu(L) is an ideal in u(L) with Dpm = 0. By analogy, weobtain 
u(L)/D z u(L/Q) EM,,(u(R/Q)). Now u(R/Q) satisfies [X, Y]’ E 0 and, by 
[20], the latter matrix ring satisfies a power of standard i entity 
(S,!)” E 0 for N= N(t) E N. Thus u(L) satisfies (S2,,,)NP”= 0, thedegree of 
this identity being 2Np”‘+‘. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L be a restricted superalgebra over a field k, with 
char k=p > 2. Suppose that u(L) satisfies a nontrivial dentity of degree d. 
Then there xist homogeneous restricted subalgebras Q c R c L such that 
(1) dim L/R< co, dim Q< co. 
(2) R2sQ, Q’=O. 
(3) The p-algebra Q,of Q = Q0 @ QI has nilpotent p-mapping. 
(4) Moreover, ifk is a perfect field then we have estimates of the form 
dim LfR d 242d4, dim Q d 227d4. 
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Proof Contained inSections 335. 
Proof The proof of necessity of conditions of Theorem 2.1 immediately 
follows from 2.4. Indeed, by our assumption we have subalgebras 
Q c R E L satisfying co ditions (l)-(3) and we must construct a hain of 
ideals. By 1.7 we get an ideal i?G L with Z? cR, dim L/R < cc and consider 
Q = (Z?2)p~ Q.Then we get the chain Qc i?c L, which completes the 
proof. 1
From Theorem 2.1 we have: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let L = L,@ L, be a superalgebra over field k with 
char k= p > 2. Then its universal enveloping algebra U(L) satisfies a non- 
trivial dentity tf and only tf there xist homogeneous subalgebras B G A c L 
such that 
(1) dim L/A< co, dim B< co. 
(2) A2~B. 
(3) B= B,; that is, B,=O. 
(4) All inner derivations ad x, x E L, defined onthe whole of the super- 
algebra are algebraic and their degrees are bounded by some constant. 
Proof Consider U(L,)‘- ) as a Lie p-algebra with anatural p-mapping 
and take (L,), =L, + L,P +L,P’ + . . . , L, = (L,), @ L, . Evidently U(L) =
u(L,). Suppose that U(L) is a PI-algebra. Then there xist restricted 
homogeneous ideals Q G R c_ L, satisfying (1 t(3) of Theorem 2.1. Note 
that Q0 = 0, hence A = R n L, B = Q n L are ideals a required. 
Since dim L,/R < co, for each xE L, there exists a p-polynomial f with 
y =f(x) ER, so (ad y) L G R, (ad y)” LE R2 E Qi , and among p-powers of
an operator (ad y)“’ = adf(xP*) acting ona finite dimensional space Qr we 
find linearly dependent ones. 
Let us prove the converse implication directly. By analogy with 2.2, 
U(A) satisfies [X, [ Y, Z] ] N E 0, N = 2dim B. Choose bases L, = (a,, .  .  a,, )
CD A,, L, = (b,, .. . b, ) 0 A, with natural ordering. By assumption there 
exist p-polynomials fi , . .f, with fj(ad aj) =0 (because each polynomial 
divided some p-polynomial [2]). Thus zj =fi(aj) are central in U(L). By 
analogy with [2, Chap. 51 U(L) has the basis 
aa . . . aan I n .b~l...b~.z~l...z~.w, 
O<cl,<deg(J;),P,E{O, l},yj=O, I &..., 
where w are elements inthe standard basis for U(A). Subalgebra D 
generated by U(A) and z,, .. z,, satisfies all multilinear identities of U(A). 
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Since ,U(L) is a free module of finite rank, we obtain that U(L) is a 
PI-algebra. 1 
Remarks. In this corollary we can substitute subalgebras forideals; 
estimates in 2.4 remain valid. Moreover we do not need the restriction on 
the field tobe perfect. (This follows by 5.1, since the p-mapping istranscen- 
dent in this case.) 
Bounds on degree of polynomials in the corollary ma be found also as 
in [ 1, 6.7.9; 61 by studying the action fad x on L,, x E L,. 
All the results above also remain valid over afield ofcharacteristic 2 if 
we restrict ourselves to the case of Lie p-algebras. 
3. Two IDENTITIES 
Let A = A (Xi, .. X,, . . Y,, . . Y,, . . ) be the free associative alg bra in
a countable number of variables. For any permutation rc ES, we define 
f,,f,‘~A as
where a0 b = ab + ba. Consider polynomials in A as 
f(x,,...,x,, Yl ..., Y,)= 1 &.f,, L,Ek (1) 
K E s, 
f’(X1,-.,Xn, Yl,..., Y,)= 1 G.f,‘, ,I:,Ek. (2) 
n E S” 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf associative algebra B over some field satisfies a nontrivial 
identity of degree d then it also satisfies nontrivial dentities of special type 
f (Xl 7 ...? x,, Y I,..., Y,)=O, f’(X,) ...) x,, Y,, . .) Y,) = 0, (3) 
where n = 3d4 and f, f’ E A are of types (1) and (2), respectively. Moreover 
we may take 2, = 1. 
Proof. Denote by P,(Z, , . . Z, ) the subspace ofall associative multi- 
linear polynomials in m variables Z,,. . Z, in free associative alg bra 
Ti = A”(Z,) . .) zi, ..)) ina countable set of variables. By T,(Z,, . . Z,) we 
denote the subspace ofelements in P,(Z,, . . Z,) which are identities for 
PI-algebra B. It is known that in this case we have an estimate of the form 
Cl1 
dim P,(Z,, .  . Z,)/T,(Z,, . .  Z,) < d*“‘, m EN. (4) 
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Next we apply this inequality for A. In the subspace 
P,,(Xl, ...3 X”, y, 9 ..., Y ) GA of multilinear polynomials of degree 2n 
depending onvariables Xi,. . X,, Y,, .  . Y, there exist n! polynomials of 
type fn, rc ES, which are linearly independent; the latter fact is clear f om 
a form of a standard basis of a free associative alg bra. By analogy wehave 
n! linearly independent polynomials f,‘, 71ES,. Applying (4), we have 
dim P,,(X,, . . J’,, Y,, . . Y,)/T,,(X,, . . x , Y,, . . Y,J<d4”, izEN. 
If n! > d4” then we immediately getthe desired i entities (3).Since 
n! > (n/e)” > (n/3)” the number n= 38 is sufficiently great, and the result 
follows. 1 
Remark 3.2. Nontrivial elements of type (1) may be written in the form 
f=fV, . ..x., Y,..‘Y,) 
= i [A’,, Y ] .g,, where 
J=l 
g,=g,v* . ..x., Y, ... q... Y,) 
= c LCX,, Y,(,)l... cx,,Y,(,)l. 
n(l)=j 7cGS, 
(5) 
The caret here denotes the argument which is omitted. Here at least one 
of gj is nonzero (otherwise f = 0), and all elements gj are in fact of type (1); 
it suffices only to change indexes. All elements (2) have decomposition 
analogous to(5), where instead ofcommutators we write (X0 Y,) =
xi Yj + YjXi. 
With the use of Lemma 3.1 the author avoided a lot of tedious computa- 
tions in the study of restricted enveloping al ebras for Lie p-algebras 
[18, 191 (see for comparison [16, 173). It has applications n the study of 
irreducible representations; in particular, it llows the simplification of he 
proofs of[ 10, 111 (see Section 6). This lemma is of great importance in this 
paper, too. It may have some applications for the study of group rings; in
particular for getting better bounds than in [ 151. 
4. DELTA SETS 
Next we use a theorem of Neumann [ 11: 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let q5 :U x V + W be a bilinear map, where U, V, W are 
vector spaces over field k. Suppose that for each u E U the codimension of its 
annihilator in V is bounded by m, and for each v E V the codimension of its 
annihilator in U is bounded by 1. Then dim (&U, V) jk < ml, 
Consider Lie superalgebra L = L, 0 L, over an arbitrary field k and 
introduce some useful sets, which for Lie algebras were introduced in [6]. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For Lie superalgebra L = L,@ L, define s ts of four 
types for any m = 0, 1, 2, . . 
St,=S;lTp(L)= {aEL,ldim[a, Lg]<m}; cc, p=o, 1. 
Consider natural bilinear m pping q5 :L, x L, + L, +B which is induced 
by operation n the superalgebra (sums of indices in graduation arealways 
considered mo ulo 2). Then Sz, is the set of all aEL, such that he 
codimension of its annihilator in L, is bounded by m. We shall denote 
Kroneker’s delta-sign by 6,,j, which we hope does not create confusion. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For any m = 0, 1, 2, . . define 
In hopes that here is no confusion, the argument indelta sets is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.4. (1) Zf x,,...,x,~B;~(.zA~) then 2,x,+ . . . +&x,E 
6:; (EA:~, respectively) for any A,, .  .  1, E k. 
(2) If XEd:, MEL? then [x,y]~A2,“,,. 
(3) Zf L is restricted and xE A: then xcp3 EAl;. 
(4) ALGA;+‘. 
Proof. Follows from inclusions 
C&x, + ... +Lr%, &I E cx,, LPI + . . . + [x,, Lp] 
CCX?YlT &I c CY, cx, &II + [x, Lp+rl 
[xCP’, Lp] G [x, .,.) CT&I, . ..I s [x, LB]. I 
DEFINITION 4.5. A,=U,“=,A’,,A,=~~,A{. That is, A=A,@A, 
consists of all elements offinite breadth. 
COROLLARY 4.6. A = A, @ A I is a homogeneous ideal in Lie superalgebra 
L. This ideal is restricted if the superalgebra L is restricted. 
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We now come to the proof of Theorem 2.4. From this moment it is 
supposed that he restricted enveloping al ebra u(L) for restricted Li  
superalgebra L = L,@ L, satisfies a nontrivial dentity ofdegree d. 
According to Lemma 3.1, we set n= 3d4. Since d > 2, we have then > 48. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let L = L, @ L, be a restricted Lie superalgebra over a 
field of prime characteristic p # 2.If the restricted enveloping algebra u(L) 
satisfies a nontrivial dentity of degree d, then any n elements inL, are 
linearly dependent module S$, this holding for any pair a, B E { 0, 1 }, where 
n = 3d4. 
Proof: Fix a, fl and set y= a +/I. We shall use an identity of asecond 
type in Lemma 3.1 if a = B = 1 and one of the first type otherwise. The 
corresponding element ofA will be denoted simply by f: Pick arbitrary 
a,, . . a, E L, and substitute in f= 0 the lements 
Y1=a,,..., Yn=an; x,=x ,,..., x,=x,, 
where x, , . . x, are arbitrary elements in L,. Next in the proof if in some 
equality enter symbols x,, . . x, (or simply x) then it means that his 
equality is true for all xi, . . x, E L, (x E LB). In this proof brackets will 
denote only operations i  superalgebra and via this substitution we have a
formula fitting to both cases: 
f(xl “.x,, al . ..a.)= 1 LCxI, a,(,J. . . C.L ancnJ 
L E .s, 
Xi3 ajl ‘gjtx* “.x,, a,...ci,...a,)=O, 
X1) . .) x,EL,. (6) 
Note that he left-hand si e is the sum of products, each product 
consisting of  factors in L; hence the left-hand si e is always an element 
in 24, (see 1.4). 
Since (6) holds it suffices to prove that he condition on any fixed 
elements a;, . . a; E L,, 
f’(x, ..., ~, a; ,..., a~)=O(modu,+,), x ,,..., x,gLp, 
where 0& f’(X, .. X,, Y, ... Y,)EA is of types (l), (2) (respectively to 
fixed a, b), implies that a;, . . a:, are linearly dependent modulo S$. 
Omitting for convenience thdashes and proceeding by induction on m we 
have the following. 
Ifm=l thenf(x,,a,)=[x,,a,]-Oforanyx,ELg, hencea,Edz,8. 
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Now suppose that our result holds for m - 1, m > 1. Without loss of 
generality we assume that 08 g,(X, .. . A’,,,, Y  . .. Y,) E A. There are two 
cases to consider. In the first case for any x2, . . x, EL, we have 
g,(x,, . .x,, a*, . . am)=0 (mod u,,-~), hence by induction hypothesis 
a*, . . a, are linearly dependent modulo 13::~~ lJ2G St’,. 
In the remaining case there exist b,, . . b,,,E L, such that 
deg(g,(h, . . b,, a2, . . a,)) =m - 1. In a fomula which is analogous to
(6) we fix 2=bZ,...,x,=b,; 
j!, [ 
xl,a,].g,(b,...b,,a,...cij...a,)-O(modu,_,), x, EL . 
If we write x in place of xi, the summands where gj = gj(b2 ... b,, a, ... 
hj ... a,) E umP2 translate to the right-hand si e; then we obtain 
i [x,aj].gj~O(modu,_,)xELg, deg(g,)=m-l,j=l,...,r. (7) 
j=l 
The next step is to prove, by induction, that his identity mplies that 
a,, . . a, are linearly dependent modulo ST’,. Denote by V the subspace in
L,, spanned by [b,,aj], 2di<m, l<j<m. Then dimV<m* and 
g, , . . g, are in the subalgebra of u(L) generated by V. 
Ifr=l,then [x,a,].g,-O(modu,-,)forallxELg.Letusprovethat 
this is possible only in the case where [LB, a, ] E V; that is, if a1 E S$. By 
way of contradiction, suppose e = [b, a, ] # V, b E L,. Choose an ordered 
basis for L whose first element is Ed L, followed by a basis of 
v= (v,, . .) 0,) G L,. Now g, is the sum of products, each product 
consisting of m - 1 factors ofthe form [bi, aj] G T/G L, which can be 
expressed as linear combinations of basis elements for V. Since deg( g, ) = 
m - 1, using the standard basis of the restricted enveloping al ebra, we 
have 
gl = 1 vjl '' ' vjm- I+ v, deg(u) <m - 1. (8) 
Multiplying g, by e = [b, a, ] 4 V on the left we obtain an element of 
degree m. Thus, with x = b, we have a contradiction since 
[x,a,].gl-O(modu,P,)forallxELg. 
Consider r > 1. If, in (7), [LB, a,] c V holds, then a, E S$ and the result 
follows. Thus we can assume = [b, a,] 4 V for some b E L,. By analogy 
with the preceding argument we choose an ordered basis in L. We set 
[b, a,] = aje + wj, j= l,..., r - 1, ajE k, where ach wj is a linear combina- 
tion of basis elements for L, except e.By setting x = b in (7) we obtain 
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Denote g=cl,g,+ ...+cc,P,g,P,+g,. Suppose that deg(g)=m-1. By 
analogy with the preceding ar ument g is of the form (8); this means that 
the first ummand in (9) has degree m and may be written sothat 
e.g=Ce.v,,...v- ,_-,+e.k deg(e . v) < m. (10) 
Other summands in (9) either have degree m or, being written in form (lo), 
have basis elements ofL distinct from eas their first factors. Since we can 
arbitrarily permute elements in(9) modulo right-hand si e, we have a 
contradiction. 
so g=cc,g,+ ... +c%1gr-1+grE%p2. Take this expression f rg 
and substitute it into (7) :
r-1 
deg(g,)=m- l:j= 1, . . Y- 1. 
By inductive assumption a, -~1, a,, .. a, ~, - CI, ~ Ia, are linearly depend- 
ent module S$ and therefore the set {a,, .. a,} is linearly dependent. The
theorem is proved. 1
COROLLARY 4.8. 
spaces W, E A$, 
Under the hypothesis of the theorem there xist sub- 
W, s Arf3 with dim L,/ W, d 2(n - l), tl E(0, 1}. 
Proof. By the theorem in order to get he linear span (S$) we can 
restrict ourselves to sums of n elements. Hence, by Lemma 4.4(l), 
o$J ‘q,. Also by the theorem, dim, L,/(6$) <n - 1. Finally, we 
conclude that W, = (S$) n (S$ ) E AZ’, tl =0, 1, are required sub- 
spaces. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.9. There exists a restricted homogeneous subalgebra C 
such that 
(1) C is nilpotent of rank 2 and its commutator subalgebra is offinite 
dimension: dim C2 < n828n-4, 
(2) dim L/Cdn12212”~5. 
Proof: Define sets A0 = At3 u Ay3, 
A’= {[x, y,, . .) ~~lI~~A”,~j~{Lo~L~},OdkQi}, iEN. 
These sets are unions of two nonintersecting subsets A’= A6 u Ai, 
i = 0, 1, 2, . . lying in the respective homogeneous components. Next we 
define 
B:,=(A;)GL~, UE (0, I>, B’=Bb@B;cL. 
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By Corollary 4.8dim L/B0 < 4(n - 1). We have achain of subspaces which 
stabilizes du  to the dimension argument: 
B”cB’gB2~ . . . EB’sB’+‘= . . rL. 
Note that if B’ = B’+ ’ then B’ is an ideal in L. Thus we obtain a
restricted homogeneous ideal H= B’ = B 4(n- i) Using 4.4(2) byinduction .
we easily have 
By Corollary 4.8all inear spans BL = (Ai ), i = 0, 1, . . may be considered 
to consist ofsums with at most 2(n - 1) summands. Now Lemma 4.4( 1) 
yields 
H,= (A4,‘“-‘))sAf’, where N = n424n ~ 3, aE (0, l}. (11) 
Applying Theorem 4.1 to the natural bilinear m p H, x H, -+ H,,, we 
conclude that he dimension feach vector space [Ho, Ho], [Ho, H,], 
[H, , H, ] is bounded by N2, therefore 
dimH2<3.N2<n82**-’ (12) 
We set C=C,(H2)= { XE HI [x, Hz] = 0}, This is a homogeneous 
restricted subalgebra. It centralizes ts commutator, hence it is nilpotent of 
rank 2. Thus Condition ( 1)follows from (12). 
Note that C= Co 0 C, is the intersection of ce tralizers n H of finitely 
many basis elements for Hz. By virtue of(11) we obtain 
dim H,/C,<N.dim H2Qn’2212np7, aE (0, 1). 
Finally, 
dim L/C=dim LIH+dim H/C<4n+n12212”~6Qn’22’2”-5, 
completing theproof. 1
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 4.7 we have not used that charac- 
teristic is positive. The proof holds for superalgebra L = Lo@ L, in zero 
characteristic, too, such that he universal enveloping al ebra U(L) satisfies 
a nontrivial identity andwe can get analogous conditions  four sets 
8$(L) E L,. It is enough for two sets in the odd component but not for 
two sets in the even one. Indeed, insuch a superalgebra 6:,,(L) = Lo, 
6&(L) = Lo for some integer m [S]. 
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5. THE CASE OF ~-STEP NILPOTENT SUPERALGEBRA WITH FINITE 
DIMENSIONAL COMMUTATOR SUBALGEBRA 
In Proposition 4.9 we have obtained a 2-step nilpotent superalgebra C 
with finite dimensional commutator subalgebra C2 =(C’), @ (C*), and the 
proof of Theorem 2.4 is now, in fact, reduced tothe study of this uper- 
algebra. Subalgebra C* is not necessarily estricted and the dimension of its 
p-hull (C’), = ((C’),),@ (C’), may be infinite. 
We start with some preliminary remarks on p-algebras. If we are 
concerned with some abelian p-algebra A then, by definition, 
For convenience we write xp instead ofxcpl. On the vector space 
Q = (1, t, t2, t3, ...,)k we introduce thmultiplication 
(at’). (/a’) = ap’ tif’, ct, fl Ek. 
Then the restricted subalgebras in A are exactly submodules inthe 
module ,A, where the action fthe ring Sz on A is determined by action 
of a generator  . x = xcpl, x E A. The ring Q, in the case of the perfect field, 
is a skew domain of principal ideals, hence for any finitely generated 
abelian Lie p-algebra A we have decomposition of ,A into the direct sum 
of finitely many cyclic submodules [4, Chap. 31: 
,A = (s, >,O ... 0 <.c/)~, (13) 
where (s~)~ = (si, sp, .. sp’, . .) is a p-hull of one dimensional Lie
subalgebra (si). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let C be as in 4.9 and the main field be perfect. Then 
there xists restricted homogeneous subalgebra G such that 
(1) G is nilpotent of rank 2, dim G2 < n828”-4. 
(2) dim(G’), < cc. 
(3) dim C/G < n928”-2. 
Proof: (1) follows from 4.9. 
Now (C’), is contained in the center ofC. Since dim C* < cc, we have, 
by (13), that 
W2Mp= <Sl >,o ... 0 <syjp= v. (14) 
A basis of (s)~ is formed by the sequence ofall p-powes sp’, j=0, 1,2, .. 
or by its initial segment spJ, 0 <j <j, (transcendental and algebraic cases, 
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respectively). W  shall prove that here exists a ubalgebra G c C without 
transcendent elements inthe decomposition analogous to(14) and then 
condition (2) will be obvious. 
Let s be a transcendent element in(14) and p: (C’), + k the projection 
on (s)~ followed by taking the coefficient of s inthe above basis for (s)~. 
Consider the bilinear alternating form: 
4: CoxC,+k, w Y) = PC cx, Ylh X,.YEG. 
We claim that dim C,/Ker 4 < 2n. Otherwise there exist 
x1, . . x,, y,, . . y, E Co such that 
4txi, xj) =d(Yi2 Yj) = O, 4txi9 YjlE6i,j3 1 < i,jdn. 
Substitute these into the first identity from Lemma 3.1: 
Note that u((s),)~k[s]. If we choose aterm in (15) corresponding to 
identity permutation, thenwe get sn. Other terms from identity permuta- 
tion and all terms from nonidentity permutations either contain atleast 
one factor f om ( s~)~, sj #s or have all nfactors of form sf, t3 1; further- 
more, the latter nonequality in atleast one case is strict t > 1. Therefore we 
have a contradiction with (15). Thus dim C,/Ker 4 < 2n holds. 
By analogy, we construct a bilinear symmetric form 
@:C,xC,+k, bw,Y)=P(c-?Yl)~ X,.JJECl. 
Let us prove that dim C,/Ker $<n. Otherwise there xist x1, . . x, E C, 
with Ic/(xi, x,) =6i,j, 1 <i,j< n. Substitute th se into the second identity 
from Lemma 3.1: 
By analogy, we obtain a similar contradiction. Next we consider 
c = Ker 4 @ Ker $ with dim C/z’ < 3n, p( (c* )0) =0. Note that by (14) the 
linear function p on (C’), is nontrivial, hence we have strict inclusion 
c2 c C*. Therefore, at most after dim C* steps, weare able to get rid of 
transcendental elements inthe decomposition analogous to(14) and we 
obtain a restricted homogeneous subalgebra G with 
dim CJG < 3n . dim C* < n92’” *, 
and condition (3)is proved. 1
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DEFINITION 5.2. Let A be a finite dimensional abelian Lie p-algebra. 
Then N(A) = {x E A 131: xP = 0} denotes the set of all nil-p-elements. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let G as in 5.1 and the main field be algebraically 
closed. Then there xists restricted homogeneous subalgebra FL G such that 
(1) ( (F2)O), consists of nil-p-elements. 
(2) dim G/F< n928”-2. 
Proof: We set, for convenience, A = ((G2)0)p. By [S] it has a basis 
A= (e,, .. e,/ef=e,),@N(A). (16) 
Consider D = (e,, .  .  e,)k@N(A) and let p: A + k be a projection of A 
on (e, )with kernel D.Consider the alternating form
Next we prove dim G,/Ker 4 < 2n. Otherwise there xists xi, . . x,, 
y,, . . y, E G, with 
4(x 15 x,)=4(Yi>Yj)=“, 4txi, Y,) = 6i,~3 16i, j<n. 
Substitute these into the first identity from Lemma 3.1: 
c kCXI?Yn(I)l. .. cxmY,(,)l=o (17) 
II ES” 
By definition, [xiyj] =6i,je, + z, 1 < i, j< n, where zE D. If we choose 
a term in (17) corresponding to identity permutation, then we get 
O#e;eu(A). Other terms in (17) are contained in u(A) u,(D) (where 
u,(D) is an augmentation deal inu(D)). 
Hence (17) yields a contradiction, so dimG,/Ker 4 < 2n. By analogy 
with 5.1, if we consider the mapping 
then, using the second identity from Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
dim G,/Ker II/ < n. If G = Ker q4 @ Ker $ then, easily, dim G/G < 3n, 
P(((?‘)~) = 0.Note that p((G2),) & 0(otherwise A = ((G’),), E D). There- 
fore the inclusion G2 cG2 is strict andafter atmost dim G2 steps weobtain 
a subalgebra F, satisfying co dition (1)with 
dim G/F < dim G2 .3n < n928” ~ ’ 
481’145 I-2 
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and the result follows. Finally weremark that F,, F, are the kernels of
bilinear m ppings 
CD: GoxG,+A/N(A), Y: G, x G, -+ A/N(A). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let G as in 5.1. Then there exist restricted 
homogeneous subalgebras Q 5 R E G such that 
(1) R*sQ, Q’=O. 
(2) Q = QO@ Q, is finite dimensional nd Lie p-algebra Q, has 
nilpotent p-mapping, dim G/R < co. 
(3) rf k is perfect then 
dim G/R 6 n928”p I, dim Q Q n928n-4. 
Prooj: Let R be an algebraic closure ofthe perfect field k and, given a
subalgebra H, we denote i? = k Ok H. Then it is easy to prove that for any 
finite dimensional abelian Lie p-algebra A an equality N(A) = N(A) holds 
[18]; in particular this is true for A= ((G2)0)P. 
We consider bilinear m ppings 
@:G,,xG,+A/N(A), 
-- 
@’ : G, x G, + A/N(A) =A/N(A). 
Let Y, !P’ be defined by analogy. Then Ker @‘= Ker @ and, for 
F= Ker @ 0 Ker Y, by the final remark in 5.3, we obtain dim G/F< 
n92*+* and (F*),EN(A). By (13) for B=((F*),),, 
B=(s~)pO-~O(s,)p, (18) 
where all si, i= 1, . . m are nulpotent. Let sbe one of these. Assume 9” # 0. 
As in 5.1 we define p :B + k and 
4: F,xF,-+k, $(x9 Y) = P( c4 Yl), x,y~F,,. 
We claim dim FO/Ker C$ <2n. Otherwise there exist x1, . . x,, y,, . . y, E F,, 
with #(xi, xj) =d(yi, yi) =0, d(xi, yi) =6i,j, 1 <i, j< n. Substitute th se 
into the first identity from Lemma 3.1: 
If we choose a term corresponding to identity permutation, thenwe get 
s” # 0. Other terms either have factors in (sj),, sj#s or have all nfactors 
of the form s’, t2 1, nonequality a  least one time being strict. This is con- 
tradiction. Next for $: I;, xF, + k we prove dim F,/Ker $ < n. By analogy 
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with 5.1 for subalgebra F= Ker +5 0 Ker $ we have dim F/F’< 3n and 
dim P2 < dim F2. 
At most after dim F2 steps weget asubalgebra R having decomposition 
analogous to(18) where for all swe have sp” =O, that is, dim (s)~ <n. 
Hence R and Q = (R2), satisfy required conditions: 
dim G/R 6 dim GJF+ dim F/R < ng2’“- ‘, 
dimQ<dim R2.n6dimG2.n<ng28”-4. 
Consider now the case where k is an arbitrary field. Note that, inorder 
to get decompositions (13)and (16), it suffices to extend the field by
adjoining finitely many roots of p-polynomials [2].Let kc K be such an 
extension with basis K= (f,, ...,fm)k, fi = 1. Let -be as above. Consider 
@:G,xG,+A/N(A), co’ :G, x c, + A/N(A). 
By a similar gument to the one above dim, G,/Ker @’ = 1. Pick up 
arbitrary xi,.. x, E G,, t > 1. Consider the vector spaces 
u= {(PI, ...3 Pt)lPiEK)3 Uz W= {(A,, . .  A,)I&Ek}, dim, W= t, 
u2 v= {(p,, ..) ~11~~~4 plxI + ... +w,EKer @‘}, 
dim,V>m(t-1). 
As soon as dim, V+ dim, W> dim, U, that is, if t > ml, there xist 
2 1, . . AI E k with 1,x, + . + &x, E Ker @’ n G, E Ker @. So dim G,/Ker @
<ml. By analogy, we construct Y, Ker Y. Finally R = Ker @@ Ker Y, 
Q = (R2),, are subalgebras as required. [ 
We are now ready to complete he proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Propositions 4.9, 5.1, 5.4 yield a chain of 
restricted homogeneous subalgebras L 2 C 2 G 2 R 2 Q. Remark that 
subalgebras R, Q satisfy conditions (l)-(3). It remains only to check the 
bounds when k is perfect. Recall that n= 3d4 > 48. We have 
dim L/R = dim L/C + dim C/G + dim G/R < n12212*- ’ + ng2’“- 2 + ng2’“- ’ 
<n12212n-5+n928n<n12212n-4 
, . 3 
dim Q < n’2”‘~ ‘. 
Now we need one simple fact. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any integer n 2 48 one has (1) ng < 16 .2”, (2) n3 < 2”. 
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Proof of Lemma. The first inequality for n= 48 is verified directly. If we 
pass from nto n + 1 then the value of the right-hand si e doubles whereas 
the value of the left-hand si e multiplies at most by (g)” < 1.3. 1
Finally wehave 
dim L/R < 214” = 242rp, dim Q < 29” =227d1, 
and the proof is complete. 1 
6. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 
We know the following result: 
THEOREM 6.1 [7]. Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically c osed 
field k. Then the degrees ofall irreducible L-r presentations are bounded by 
some finite number tf and only if dim L c card k and one of the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) char k= 0, L abelian. 
(2) char k> 0, L contains anabelian ideal H offinite codimension and
all derivations ad x, x E L are algebraic of bounded egree. 
By J(A) we denote the Jacobson radical for an associative alg bra A.
As it is proved in [lo], for Z,-graded associative alg bra A =A,@ A, 
with 1 the intersection of annihilators of all graded irreducible modules 
coincides with J(A). Moreover, a condition f rthe degrees ofall irreducible 
representations o be bounded by some finite number is equivalent to an 
analogous condition on graded irreducible representations. Therefore two 
theorems below can be viewed in two ways. 
The goal of this ection isto prove, by means of the above technique, 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, the first ofwhich was proved in [lo, 111. 
THEOREM 6.2 [ 111. Let L = L, 0 L, be a Lie superalgebra over an 
algebraically c osed field k, char k= 0. Then the degrees of all irreducible 
L-representations are bounded by some finite number tf and only if 
(1) L, abelian. 
(2) dim, L, < card k. 
(3) There xists anL,-submodule of finite codimension M in L, with 
(4) CM, M] = 0. 
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THEOREM 6.3. Let L = L, @ L, be a Lie superalgebra over an algebrai- 
cally closed field k of prime characteristic p > 2.Then the degrees of all 
irreducible L-r presentations are bounded by some finite number if and only 
tf there xists homogeneous restricted ideal R = R, Q R, c L with 
(1) dim L/R< co. 
(2) dim, R, < card k. 
(3) R2~R,. 
(4) All derivations ad x / L0, xE LO are algebraic of bounded egree. 
Note that he main and essential difference between conditions f 2.5 and 
6.3 is that in the latter case we do not have any statements about L,- 
module L, , and in particular we do not need R2 = [R,, R, ] to be finite 
dimensional (latter equality follows from condition (3) of the theorem). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let A be a subalgebra with 1 in an associative algebra B 
with the same unity, and B, be a free module. 
(I) If degrees ofall irreducible B-modules are bounded by some num- 
ber, then the same number bounds the degrees ofall irreducible A-modules, 
too. 
(2) If we have decomposition B, = eitJ vjA@ lA, then J(B)n 
A c J(A). 
Proof (l), in fact, proved in [l, 6.8.4; 71. For (2) assume that 
r E J(B) n A; then 1 - rs has an inverse for any s E A. By the given decom- 
position weeasily derive that his inverse element belongs to A. 1 
Proof of Theorems 6.2, 6.3. Suppose that first we are given R G L 
satisfying (l)-(4) from 6.3. Choose a basis L, = (a,, .  . a,) 0 R, and 
p-polynomials A.(X), j = 1, . . m, with jj(ad a,)1 r. = 0; then zj =fi(aj) are 
central in U(L,). Consider the commutative subalgebra D,c U(L,) 
generated byzl, .  .  z, with U(R,) and a subalgebra D generated byD, and 
R,. By [lo] J(D) = DR,. From 6.1 we know that the degrees of all 
irreducible representations for D,z D/J(D) and hence for D are bounded 
by a finite number (moreover, they all are one dimensional). 
Now it remains to show that U(L) is a free module of finite rank over 
D and to apply arguments as in [9, lo] (sufficiency of conditions of
Theorem 6.2; see [lo]). 
For the converse, assume that degrees ofall irreducible U(L)-representa- 
tions are bounded by some constant and the characteristic is arbitrary. 
Then U(L)/J( U L)) can be embedded into the direct sum of matrix rings 
over k of bounded order. Therefore U(L) satisfies some nontrivial po yno- 
mial identity modulo its Jacobson radical. Let us choose a second identity 
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from Lemma 3.1 and pick up arbitrary yi,.  . y,, zi, . . z, E L,. By 6.4(2) 
and the fact that J( U(L,)) = 0 (see [3]) we obtain 
c 4JY?T(l,b ... (YnO?+l))=O. (19) 
K E s. 
Applying literally the proof of Theorem 4.7 we conclude that any 
yi, . . y, E L, are linearly dependent modulo S;‘, . Analogously to 4.9 by 
consideration of sets F” = s;fi, 
F’=(Cx,y, ..., y,IIxE~l~l,YiELo,O~l~i), iEN, 
we get L,-submodule ME L,, with dimL,/M<n and Msd~,(L) for 
some integer N. Then by P. M. Neumann’s Theorem 4.1 we have 
dim[M, M] < N*. Let [M, M] = (vi, .. u,)= V be the basis and 
p,: V+ k be the operator ftaking the coeficient of u,. Consider natural 
mappings Y: A4 x M + [M, M] and 
t+b,:MxM+k, ~s(x~Y)=Ps(cx~Yl)~ x, yEM, 1 <s<m. 
Show that dim M/Ker II/, < n for any 1 <s Q m. Otherwise there xist 
y,, . . y, E M with II/,( y ,y,) =bi,,, 1 6i, jd n, and these we substitute in 
(19) 
c fL(Y,~Y,,,,). ... .(Y,~Y,,,,)=o. 
I E s, 
Identity permutation gives as one of its terms u: which cannot cancel with 
other terms. Therefore dimM/Ker Y < nm. 
Note that L, @ Ker Y is an ideal inL. Finally itremains toapply 6.1 to 
Lie algebra L,because of6.4( 1). 1 
Finally note that analogous problems onirreducible representations for 
restricted enveloping al ebras and modular group rings remain open. 
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